1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I’m a/an ____________ teacher. I’m never late
for the school. I always go there on time.
A) honest

B) generous

C) punctual

D) helpful

Sude is usually ______. She smiles all the
time and looks happy.
A) relaxed

B) nervous

C) forgetful

D) cheerful

6.

7.

My cousin Eda is ______ than me. I’m
sixty years old. She is seventy years old.
A) older

B) younger

C) taller

D) shorter

I go to the gym every day. Because I want
to be fit and get ________.
A) fatter

B) slimmer

C) older

D) shier

8.

LIFE

Ali : What does Selin __________?
Barış : She is of medium height and
beautiful with blond her hair.
A) help

B) study

C) look like

D) go

Mehmet likes meeting new people and
making friends. He is a/an ________ boy.
A) honest

B) outgoing

C) selfish

D) stubborn

Zübeyde : What is Ahmet like?
İbrahim : He is _________. He always
helps people, gives presents
and shares something with them.
A) punctual

B) easy-going

C) selfish

D) generous

You are so __________. You need to lose
weight and eat healthy food.
A) slim
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B) tall
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C) plump

D) thin
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9.

13. Kenan is tall and well-built with his

I like staying at home and _____ books.
A) being

B) spending

short black hair and blue eyes. He is so
_________. Girls like him so much.

C) reading

D) listening

A) old

B) plump

C) handsome

D) stubborn

10. Messi is a successful and popular
14. Yağmur: Which one is ______? A giraffe

football player. He plays football _______
than Sabri. Messi is the king.
A) better

B) younger

C) fatter

D) older

or an elephant?
Baran : Of course a giraffe. It is 2.57m.
A) shorter

B) fatter

C) cuter

D) taller

11. Terry is so ______. He can solve difficult
problems in a short time. He is clever.
A) kind

B) smart

C) tall

D) fat

15. I always love ________ to my favourite
songs before sleeping.
A) eating

B) listening

C) thinking

D) studying

16. Gül

much. He is ______. He always smiles and
makes nice jokes.

: Why do you wear _________?
Sümbül: Because there are some problems
with my eyes. I can see better
with them.

A) funny

B) generous

A) headscarf

B) eyeglasses

C) polite

D) selfish

C) books

D) gift

12. Salih is my best friend. I love him so
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